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ORIGINAL ARTICLE – COLORECTAL CANCER
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ABSTRACT

Background. To assess whether extending the observation

period in patients with a near clinical complete response

(near cCR) after chemoradiation (CRT) leads to an

impaired oncological outcome.

Methods. Patients who had a clinical complete response

(cCR) 8–10 weeks after CRT restaging with magnetic

resonance imaging and endoscopy were offered a watch-

and-wait strategy (W&W1), while patients with a near cCR

were offered to undergo local excision or a second

restaging 6–12 weeks later. Patients who achieved a cCR at

the second restaging were also offered a watch-and-wait

strategy (W&W2).

Results. Overall, 102 patients with a cCR at the first

restaging immediately entered the W&W1, while the

remaining 68 patients had a near cCR: 19 patients under-

went transanal endoscopic microsurgery and 49 patients

opted for a second restaging. Additionally, 44/49 (90%)

patients showed a cCR at the second restaging and entered

the W&W2. Patients in the W&W1 group had a 2-year

local regrowth-free rate (LRFR) of 84% and 2-year overall

survival (OS) of 99%, while patients in the W&W2 group

had a 2-year LRFR of 73% and OS of 98% (p[ 0.05).

Multivariable Cox regression analyses showed that late

inclusion was not a significant predictive factor for higher

risk of LR or lower non-regrowth disease-free survival.

Conclusions. Overall, 90% of patients with a near cCR

8–10 weeks after CRT will proceed to a cCR 6–12 weeks

later; therefore, it seems logical to extend the observation

period rather than to proceed to surgery. Although there is a

non-significant increase in local regrowth rate in these

patients, it does not seem to impact the oncological outcome.

Patients with locally advanced rectal cancer are treated

with neoadjuvant chemoradiation (CRT) followed by total

mesorectal excision (TME), typically after 6–10 weeks. In

15–20% of these patients, histopathology shows no resid-

ual tumor.1 Organ preservation (watch-and-wait [W&W]

policy) could be offered to clinical complete responders

(cCRs) after neoadjuvant CRT as an alternative for resec-

tion, mainly because of an improved quality of life and

good oncological outcome.2–9 The interest in this approach

is increasing and there is a shift from a very strict selection

strategy, including only patients when all diagnostic pro-

cedures show an unequivocal complete response, towards a

less strict approach in which organ preservation is also

considered in the so-called clinical near-complete respon-

ders (near cCR). On endoscopy and MRI, these patients
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still have some minor or equivocal findings and a local

excision is often advocated to determine the final response.

Although the oncological results of local excision after

CRT in near cCR are reported to be good, substantial

morbidity is associated with the procedure.10–14 Another

approach to determine whether or not these near cCRs are,

in reality, complete responders is to extend the observation

period. A longer interval after CRT has been shown to

result in more patients with a cCR.15 With a second

assessment after another 6- to 12-week interval in patients

with a near cCR, an additional number of patients were

expected to show a cCR that can be managed by a W&W

policy, while patients with residual abnormalities can

undergo additional treatment.15

The question arises as to whether patients who achieve a

complete response after a prolonged interval between CRT

and response assessment have a higher risk for local regrowth

and/or distant metastasis in a W&W policy than patients who

immediately have a complete response. Therefore, the aim of

this study was to compare the outcome of patients selected for

a W&W policy at restaging 8–10 weeks after CRT with that

of patients selected after a second restaging after an additional

6- to 12-week observation period.

METHODS

Patients

This study included a highly selected group of all rectal

cancer patients who were evaluated as potential candidates

for a W&W strategy after neoadjuvant CRT between Jan-

uary 2005 and August 2015, including both patients who

were primarily treated at our institute and patients who

were referred. Organ preservation was offered in a

prospective cohort study, approved by the local Institu-

tional Review Board and registered in ClinicalTrials.gov

since 2009 (NCT00939666 and NCT02278653). Inclusion

criteria were non-metastatic biopsy-proven rectal cancer,

neoadjuvant treatment (long course of CRT or 5 9 5 Gy

radiotherapy with a long waiting interval), and evidence of

a cCR or near cCR (definitions described below). Follow-

up data were available for a period of C 12 months after

inclusion for W&W.

Post-chemoradiotherapy Evaluation

All patients underwent post-CRT restaging 8–10 weeks

after the last radiation, with digital rectal examination

(DRE), endoscopy, and magnetic resonance imaging [MRI;

including diffusion-weighted (DWI)-MRI]. This was either

primarily performed in our hospital or repeated in our

hospital in referred patients. DRE and endoscopy were

performed by surgeons with expertise in response evalua-

tion. A typical cCR on endoscopy was defined as a white

scar with telangiectasia without palpable abnormalities.3,8

Biopsy was not mandatory but, when performed, should be

negative. A clinical near-complete response (near cCR)

was defined as a superficial soft irregularity at DRE, a

small residual flat ulcer, or irregular wall thickening at

endoscopy and/or dysplasia at histopathology. A cCR on

DWI-MRI was defined as the absence of residual tumor on

T2W-MRI, with low signal at the former tumor location on

b1000 DWI-MRI and the absence of suspicious nodes on

T2W-MRI.3,8 A near cCR was defined as obvious down-

staging with/without residual fibrosis, but with a

heterogeneous or irregular aspect on MRI and/or a small

focal area of high signal on b1000 DWI-MRI. All MRIs

were evaluated by radiologists with C 5 years of specific

expertise in rectal cancer imaging.

Decision for Watch-and-Wait Policy

From 2005 to 2009, patients were restaged 8–10 weeks

after CRT. Patients who had an unequivocal cCR were

offered a W&W policy. During 2009–2011, this approach

shifted and in addition to patients with an immediate cCR

8–10 weeks after CRT (W&W1), patients with a near cCR

were also offered to undergo either a local excision or a

second restaging after an additional 6- to 12-week waiting

interval. We initially used a 6-week interval but only a

minor change in the clinical image was observed after 6

weeks, therefore we later changed this interval to

12 weeks. Patients who achieved a cCR at the second

restaging were then offered a W&W policy (W&W2). All

patients who did not obtain a cCR at the second restaging

underwent a TME (see Fig. 1 for the patient flowchart).

With all patients eligible for a W&W policy a TME was

discussed as being the standard treatment.

Follow-Up

Additional to standard follow-up, according to national

guidelines for colorectal cancer (consisting of regu-

lar carcinoembryonic antigen testing and computed

tomography of the thorax and abdomen), patients under-

went follow-up examinations specific for organ

preservation, i.e. DRE, flexible sigmoidoscopy, and MRI

3-monthly in the first year and 6-monthly thereafter, as

described previously.3,8

Statistical Analysis

Baseline characteristics were compared between groups

using the independent samples t test for continuous
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variables and the v2 test for categorical variables. The

interval between CRT and restaging was calculated from

the last day of CRT to the first restaging in patients in the

W&W1 group and to the second restaging in the W&W2

group.

Two-year local regrowth-free rate (LRFR), non-re-

growth disease-free survival (NRDFS), and overall survival

(OS) were calculated using Kaplan–Meier survival meth-

ods. Differences in survival between groups were tested

using the log-rank test. OS was defined as the absence of

death, LRFR was defined as the absence of luminal or

nodal regrowth, and NRDFS was defined as the absence of

death and distant metastasis. Duration of follow-up was

calculated from the last date of radiotherapy to the event of

interest or the last follow-up date.

A multivariable Cox proportional hazards analysis was

performed with the following factors: primary stage, age,

sex, W&W1 versus W&W2, and adjuvant chemotherapy.

Analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics ver-

sion 22.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). A

p value B 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Baseline Characteristics

Baseline patient characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Overall, 170 patients had a cCR or near cCR after CRT;

141/170 patients (83%) were referred from 32 other

hospitals.

Clinical Complete Responders

A total of 102 patients (60%) had a cCR at first restaging

8–10 weeks after CRT and opted for a W&W strategy

(W&W1 group). The median time between CRT

and restaging was 9 weeks (range 4–21 weeks).

Clinical Near-Complete Responders

Sixty-eight patients (40%) had a near cCR, of whom 28

(41%) had a near cCR due to a suspected small residual

tumor on both MRI and endoscopy; 11 patients (16%) had

suspected residual tumor at endoscopy, with a complete

response on MRI; in 19 patients (28%) suspected residual

tumor was seen on MRI, with a complete response at

endoscopy; the remaining 10 patients (15%) had suspicious

or uncertain nodes on MRI.

Of the 68 near cCR patients, 19 (28%) underwent

transanal endoscopic microsurgery (TEM): 10 patients had

ypT0, 3 had ypT1, and 6 had ypT2. The six patients with

ypT2 tumors in the TEM specimen were offered comple-

tion TME but refused. The remaining 49 near cCR patients

chose to wait longer and undergo a second restaging, which

was performed after a median total interval of 23 weeks

(range 13–49) from the final radiation dose. After this

second restaging, 44/49 patients (90%) had a cCR and

opted for a W&W policy (W&W2 group). The remaining

five patients with clinical residual tumor underwent TME,

with a ypT0N0 in one patient, ypT1N0 in two patients, and

ypT3N1 in the remaining patients.

Total of patients
n=170

cCR
n=102

cnCR
n=68

W&W1
n=102

TEM
n=19

W&W2
n=44

TME
n=5

Second
restaging
n=49

First
restaging

FIG. 1 Patient flowchart. First restaging: MRI and endoscopy,

8–10 weeks after the end of chemoradiation therapy. Second restag-

ing: MRI and endoscopy, 6–12 weeks after the first restaging. cCR

clinical complete response, cnCR near-complete response, W&W1

entering watch-and-wait protocol after first restaging, W&W2 entering

watch-and-wait protocol after second restaging, TEM transanal

endoscopic microsurgery, TME total mesorectal excision
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Local Regrowth and Survival

The median follow-up of patients in the W&W1 group

was 26 months (5–136). The 2-year local regrowth-free

rate (LRFR) was 84% (95% confidence interval [CI]

75–90), and 2-year NRDFS was 97% (95% CI 89–99). In

addition, 2-year OS was 99% (95% CI 92–99.8) for the

W&W1 group. Patients in the W&W2 group had a median

follow-up of 19.5 months (range 6–103). Two-year LRFR

was 73% (95% CI 55–85), NRDFS was 93% (95% CI

79–98), and OS was 98% (95% CI 85–99.7) (Fig. 2).

Although LRFR was lower in the W&W2 group, there

were no significant differences regarding long-term

outcome (p = 0.237). The multivariate Cox regression

analysis showed an increased hazard ratio for W&W2 for

local regrowth (HR 1.43, 95% CI 0.64–3.22), although this

was not statistically significant. Tables 2 and 3 show the

survival results.

Fifteen patients in the W&W1 group had a local

regrowth: 12 had a luminal regrowth (after a mean of

11 ± 5.7 months, 2 had a nodal regrowth (after a mean of

9.5 ± 5.0 months), and 1 patient had both a luminal and

nodal regrowth (after 7 months). In the W&W2 group, 10

patients had a local regrowth, all intraluminal (after a mean

of 12.8 ± 5.3 months). All patients (in both groups) could

be salvaged with a TME (all R0 resections), i.e. the same

TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics

Totala W&W1 Near cCR W&W2

n 170 102 68 44

Mean age, years (SD) 64 (9.8) 64 (10.5) 65 (8.8) 65 (9.1)

Median time to CRTx inclusion (range) 12 weeks (4–49) 9 weeks (4–21) 22 weeks (11–49) 22 weeks (13–45)

cT

cT1–2 44 (25.9) 26 (25.5) 17 (25.0) 11 (25.0)

cT3 113 (66.5) 67 (65.7) 47 (69.1) 30 (68.2)

cT4 13 (7.6) 9 (8.8) 4 (5.9) 3 (6.8)

cN

cN0 44 (25.9) 29 (28.4) 15 (22.1) 7 (15.9)

cN? 126 (74.1) 73 (71.6) 53 (77.9) 37 (84.1)

Tumor height (cm)

0–5 140 (82.4) 84 (82.4) 56 (82.4) 38 (86.4)

[ 5 30 (17.6) 18 (17.6) 12 (17.6) 6 (13.6)

Adjuvant CTx 44 (25.9) 30 (29.4) 14 (20.6) 10 (22.7)

Data are expressed as n (%) unless otherwise specified

W&W1 entering watch-and-wait protocol after first restaging, near cCR near-complete responders, all patients in the TEM, W&W2, and TME

groups, W&W2 entering watch-and-wait protocol after second restaging, SD standard deviation, CRTx chemoradiotherapy, CTx chemotherapy,

TEM transanal endoscopic microsurgery, TME total mesorectal excision
a All patients included in this study

FIG. 2 Oncological outcome. LRFR local regrowth-free survival, NRDFS non-regrowth disease-free survival, OS overall survival, W&W1

entering watch-and-wait protocol after first restaging, W&W2 entering watch-and-wait protocol after second restaging
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surgical procedure that would have been performed if they

had not participated in W&W. Three patients had postop-

erative complications from TME and one patient developed

a recurrence after salvage TME.

In the 19 patients who underwent TEM, 4 patients had a

luminal regrowth and 2 patients had lung metastasis. None

of the ypT0 patients had a recurrence. From three ypT1

patients, one patient developed a luminal regrowth and one

patient developed lung metastasis. Furthermore, from six

ypT2 patients, three patients (50%) had a luminal regrowth

and one patient had lung metastasis.

DISCUSSION

This study shows that the majority of patients (90%)

with a near cCR response 8–10 weeks after CRTof rectal

cancer will evolve into a cCR at a second reassessment

6–12 weeks later. Allowing a longer interval for near cCR

will increase the number of patients who can be offered

W&W, avoiding unnecessary surgery in more patients.

There was an increase in local regrowth rate in these

patients, but this does not seem to lead to signifi-

cantly worse NRDFS and OS.

The initial selection strategy for complete responders for

W&W was very strict, leading to a low number of

regrowths, but many complete responses were missed.3,16

The ‘test of time concept’ in the current study increased the

number of patients eligible for W&W by 43%. This ‘test of

time’ approach was also proposed by Smith et al., who first

evaluated patients 6–7 weeks after CRT, followed by a

second evaluation at 12 weeks for patients with major

responses that fell slightly short of criteria for a typical

cCR.4 The 1-year observation period as applied in earlier

reports from Habr-Gama et al. can also be seen as an

extended observation period, as is the ‘deferral of surgery’

concept of the Royal Marsden UK trial.2,17 The goal of

these different approaches is to maximize the detection of

complete responders. The underlying idea is that our cur-

rent diagnostic techniques are insufficiently accurate to

detect a true complete response because the rectal mucosa

and wall can still be healing. Patients in the present study

who were labeled as near cCR had presumed residual

disease on MRI in approximately 84% of cases, and

residual mucosal abnormalities at endoscopy in 57% of

cases. Residual mucosal abnormalities as an important

reason for missed cCR was also reported by Nahas et al.18

In a study on TME specimens, 74% of the ypT0 tumors

showed mucosal lesions, mostly ulcers.4 Our study showed

that in the large majority of patients, these features sug-

gestive of residual disease disappeared after an extended

interval. Several studies showed that the ability to detect a

cCR is low for MRI as a single diagnostic modality

(18–35%)18,19 and moderate for endoscopy (53%).20–22

Combining both increases sensitivity to 71%, meaning that

29% of the complete responses are still missed.18 The

diagnostic performance of the modalities to predict

TABLE 2 Two-year survival data

Totala [% (95% CI)] W&W1 [% (95% CI)] W&W2 [% (95% CI)] p Value

LRFR 79.9 (72.5–85.5) [n = 31] 84.1 (74.9–90.2) [n = 15] 72.9 (54.6–84.8) [n = 10] 0.237

NRDFS 95.2 (90.0–97.7) [n = 7] 97.3 (89.4–99.3) [n = 2] 92.6 (78.6–97.5) [n = 3] 0.515

OS 98.6 (94.6–99.7) [n = 2] 98.8 (91.6–99.8) [n = 1] 97.7 (84.6–99.7) [n = 1] 0.750

W&W1 entering watch-and-wait protocol after first restaging, W&W2 entering watch-and-wait protocol after second restaging, LRFR local

regrowth-free rate, NRDFS non-regrowth disease-free survival, OS overall survival, n number of events, cCR clinical complete response, nCR

near-complete response, TEM transanal endoscopic microsurgery, TME total mesorectal excision, CI confidence interval
a All patients with cCR and nCR (W&W1 ? TEM ? W&W2 ? TME)

TABLE 3 Cox regression analysis

LR [HR (95% CI)] p Value NRDFS [HR

(95%CI)]

p Value

Late inclusion 1.431 (0.637–3.215) 0.385 1.455 (0.348–6.075) 0.607

Adjuvant treatment 0.425 (0.143–1.260) 0.123 0.166 (0.024–1.168) 0.071

LARC 1.624 (0.714–3.697) 0.248 1.930 (0.471–7.902) 0.361

Male sex 0.619 (0.246–1.558) 0.309 0.114 (0.011–1.196) 0.070

Age 1.011 (0.968–1.055) 0.627 1.133 (1.033–1.244) 0.008

LR local regrowth, NRDFS non-regrowth disease-free survival (death, metastasis), HR hazard ratio, CI confidence interval, Late inclusion

inclusion after the second reassessment, LARC locally advanced rectal cancer
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whether a near cCR might become a cCR is yet to be

determined.

Many retrospective studies have evaluated the impact of

the interval after CRT on the pathological complete

response (pCR) rate after surgery. A recent meta-analysis

showed that the percentage of pCR after surgery increases

by 6% when comparing intervals of less than 6–8 weeks

with intervals of greater than 6–8 weeks.23 Sloothaak et al.

reported an initial steep increase in response from 4 weeks

after CRT, leveling off and reaching a plateau at

10–11 weeks.15 The single randomized trial GRECCAR 6

reported only a very small and non-significant difference in

pCR between an interval of 7 versus 11 weeks.24 Although

it seems there is little to gain with regard to increasing the

pCR rate by extending the interval any longer, the clinical

image of cCR lags behind and can lead to surgery being

performed, while the patient will actually achieve a CR.

This is confirmed by the observation that after an additional

interval of only 6 weeks, only minor change in the clinical

image was seen.

From a practical point of view, the traditional assess-

ment 6–8 weeks after completion of CRT is a good starting

point. Most patients will have obvious residual tumor that

requires surgery. A local excision can be considered in

special circumstances or in patients with substantial

comorbidity. Some patients will present with a cCR, and

the option of W&W can be offered as an alternative to

TME. For patients with a near cCR, a reasonable option is

to extend the observation period by another 12 weeks

because the majority of these patients proceed to a cCR.

One of the main concerns with extending the observation

period is the risk of local tumor progression and the

development of distant metastases in patients who do not

reach a cCR. To date, the experience is that rapid local

tumor progression in this short time span is virtually non-

existent in patients with a near cCR, and that the originally

planned TME is possible when eventually required.

Although the current study is underpowered to draw con-

clusions in this respect, no statistically significant negative

impact of a second observation period was noted on distant

recurrence. The meta-analysis of studies comparing short

and long intervals with surgery does not suggest any

detrimental effect on survival of prolonging the interval.25

Overall, the risk for additional metastatic disease during a

12 week period in patients with a near cCR is expected to

be very small.

The alternative to an additional observation period in

near cCR is a local excision; however, this may result in

postoperative morbidity, wound dehiscence, and pain.12

Additionally, there are reports that functional results are

inferior compared with patients in a W&W strategy.22 A

local excision does provide a definitive answer regarding

the presence of residual tumor, and enables organ preser-

vation in patients with a small tumor remnant.26

Another approach to maximize response is to use the

interval for so-called ‘consolidation chemotherapy’. This

approach has two potential advantages: (1) early

chemotherapy could improve prognosis by tackling

potential distant micrometastases; and (2) systemic

chemotherapy combined with the prolonged interval may

lead to a higher number of cCRs. This approach is sup-

ported by studies that have shown an increased pCR rate of

31–38% when chemotherapy is administered after neoad-

juvant CRT.1,27,28

Limitations

This study had some limitations. First, the follow-up

is rather short to provide reliable long-term estimates of

NRDFS and OS. Second, the sample size is small and

therefore it is impossible to draw any definite conclu-

sions about a difference in the potential risk for distant

recurrence between the two groups with different

observation intervals. Third, the population consists of a

highly selected patient group who were referred to our

unit for further management with an already established

good clinical response at the referring hospital. In an

effort to correct for this potential bias, the two groups

were strictly based on the interval of the post-CRT

assessment that led to the decision for a W&W policy,

irrespective of whether this was done at the referring

center or our own center; however, this has led to

overlap in the intervals to restaging between the groups.

CONCLUSIONS

The large majority of patients with a near cCR

8–10 weeks after CRT will evolve into a cCR by extending

the observation period after CRT, and can be included in a

W&W policy. These patients may have a higher local

regrowth rate compared with initially clinical complete

responders, but without an apparent impact on OS. All

regrowths could be easily salvaged. Therefore, extending

the interval in near cCRs in order to increase the number of

patients who can benefit from organ preservation appears

to be safe.
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